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How to Create a 20% Pro�it Business
Your Guidelines to Making Your Business Work for YOU

Every contractor I know wants more TIME and MONEY $$ freedom!

They want the business to work FOR THEM, not work in the business.  They want a 20%
profit model, and they want to have a set of processes that are trustworthy.

Well, my friends, there is good news - below are a set of steps that can be implemented to
gain these exact things in your company.  It’s not a dream. These are tried and true
processes and steps which can transform your company into the cash machine you desire.

Why is iMarket Solutions writing about this?  Simple, we are:

“DEDICATED TO CONTRACTOR SUCCESS”

This is iMarket’s core purpose! We want ALL of our clients to be super successful which
does indeed help us become more successful, and we have a model to help get you there.

We are also owned and operated by a contractor who has done this many times, so this
isn’t coming from an agency, it is coming from a contractor who also co-owns and operates
an agency.  iMarket is fully transparent on all our marketing efforts, and we WILL help you
create a business plan and marketing plan that works, not just spend your money.

Enjoy the white paper and its suggestions for success and remember as a marketing
agency we are all about your success.  Visit us at www.imarketsolutions.com.

Here we go!
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From the Desk of an Actual Operator

● It is crucial that you KNOW your numbers and that your company has a set of KPIs
that you know will guide you.

● If we can work together, we can get you fully departmentalized into business
segments, so those KPIs and costs can verify areas like how many leads you need,
what your breakeven sales goal is, and pricing practices that get us more
opportunities.

● Minimize vacations taken during this busy time of year.  Encourage your people to
take vacation during the off-peak periods of the year. Award time-off based on
productivity!

● Utilize overtime effectively for increased capacity – do not make unnecessary
hires.

● Keep meetings to a minimum. For the meetings you do have, create an agenda and
make it short and sweet, focusing on decisions needing to be made.

● Make certain fleet vehicles are adequately maintained prior to your busy time.  This
is not the time of year to have breakdown problems. Some larger companies have a
spare service vehicle available for breakdown situations. If you have standardized
truck stock and vehicle layout, it becomes very easy for a technician to switch
vehicles.  Did we mention we can help you with your standard truck inventory and
implementation, having done this multiple times?
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Your Biggest Opportunity – The Service Department

1. Can we agree that price matters?  Make sure your Flat Rate is set properly. So many
companies are fearful of raising prices for fear of losing clients – it’s a GIANT
MYTH.  Price is about value. Provide exceptional value and ask for your experience
and knowledge in your price. YOU ARE WORTH IT! iMarket can help you set your
prices and manage the lead counts based on a target audience YOU want.

2. Complete all of your service agreement visits and Whole House Inspections prior
to your busy time of year. This will free your service department to do more
demand service, precision tune-ups, or whole house inspections.

3. Many companies have different levels (grades) for their service/plumbing
technicians. These may include a plumbing tech 1, plumbing tech level 2,3,4, Master
Plumber, or maintenance technician level, a maintenance/light service technician
level and a full demand service level for residential service. If your service
department is structured this way, it’s time to switch your maintenance/light
service technician to demand service calls. If your service department is not
structured this way, you may want to consider this idea.

4. Promote Whole House Inspections and/or precision tune-ups during the busy time
if you have maintenance technicians. Consumers are more aware of the need to
maintain their equipment when the weather is demanding. This is the perfect time
of the year to acquire new customers. Be sure your technicians convert these
tune-ups into service agreements.

5. Make sure your plumbing technicians are well versed in explaining options to
clients, especially areas like water filtration and softening. In HVAC, train on repair
versus replacement options with customers. This is not the time to do a
compressor replacement on a piece of equipment that’s 15 years old. Learn to
“Have a Conversation” with homeowners about options – we can help train you on
this concept.
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6. Allow your top service technicians to sell equipment during busy times of the year
when your sales people are booked out on sales appointments. It’s imperative to
quickly respond to a ‘no cooling’ call where the homeowner needs to consider their
repair versus replace options. Be sure your selling technicians are trained for this
role and can promote the benefits of higher efficiency equipment and complete
system change-outs. Also ensure these technicians have the sales tools needed for
this selling role and that they know how to use them.

7. Schedule staggered 12 - 16 hour shifts for your service technicians. Many
consumers are not aware of problems in their homes until they come home at night
after work. Your ability to respond quickly to these types of calls gives you a
competitive advantage over other heating and air conditioning companies in the
market.

8. Stock the plumbing and HVAC service trucks with floodlights to be able to work on
homes, repairs, or outdoor condensing units in the twilight or dark.

9. Schedule a six or even a seven-day work-week with your employees during the
busiest periods. Remember that even at overtime rates, the gross profit dollars that
are generated on these calls goes to the bottom line once you’ve gone over
breakeven.  At the same time, be very cognizant of fatigue among your employees
to avoid accidents.

10. Have temporary air conditioners available for use when a customer is out of
cooling and is waiting for a replacement installation.

11. Have your service technicians trained to do condenser replacements when needed.
They can help with installation when the installation department is booked.
Remember to emphasize the customer advantages of a complete system
replacement versus a straight condensing unit replacement with your people.

12. Make sure your plumbing service truck replenishment processes are running
smoothly. Parts on hand virtually guarantee a repair today at your price point.
Raise your HVAC warehouse minimum reorder points for parts that are used
extensively in the summer.

13. If your technicians do not have a part needed for a repair, be sure you have a
process in place that they call the warehouse to see if the part is in stock there.
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Often time, the dispatcher can send the technician onto the next call and make
arrangements for someone to drop off the part so the technician can complete the
call later that day.

14. Have your dispatcher (CSRs) zone calls whenever possible to avoid windshield
time.
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Marketing, Sales and Installation

● Your digital marketing agency (should be iMarket Solutions) should have a budget
for how many leads you need by month and week and your overall marketing spend
should be matching this requirement.

● Collect every customer email and we can utilize this later for drip campaigns – it is
a wildly successful strategy and can yield plumbing accessory sales at a low cost per
lead – think $30 or less.

● Customer Reviews – more reviews – train all personnel on review management. It
is a core method for how consumers choose companies – we need you to be
dominating your market and reviews are a great start.

● Social Media is controversial to some, and others love it.  Learn to love it. People
LOVE to engage with engaging content. It’s not about selling, it is about branding
and community which LEADS to selling more. It is not easy to make plumbing and
HVAC fun, sexy, and cool, but we can aid in this process and support you and your
local inputs. We work best when we work together, not alone. We do the strategy
and high level execution, you do the anniversaries, parties, local events – it’s a
powerful way to reach a generation who wants better products.

● Watch sales closure rates for technicians, and any sales people very closely during
busy times.  DAILY TRACKING - Do not let closure rates drop so the company
burns sales opportunities. REHASH your leads using software (Weldon Long has a
great product). Never let a lead go… Finalize it until it’s sold.

● Manage the product mix closely as technicians sell – set some goals for them, and
pay them well when they sell well for the company.
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● Put in processes for SAME day installation.  This helps the customer get what they
want. It also prevents the customer from looking to another company that can get
the work done sooner and canceling the job with you. You should be offering a
100% Satisfaction Guarantee for 2 years and a LIFETIME SERVICE REPAIR
GUARANTEE.  Let iMarket show you how it works.

● Price jobs to get the gross profit dollars per crew-day or man-day that you need.
This generally should be a minimum of $1,500 or upwards, per crew day.

● Utilize ‘kitting’ to stage jobs in the morning.  It makes for an efficient morning
pickup.  Again, let iMarket show you the efficiency of this concept, so your profit
climbs and you do more jobs more efficiently.
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So, How Do I Implement This?

Simply take action.

Give us a call at 800-727-3920
and let’s talk about YOUR goals, and if it’s a fit.

Get started today!
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